WARNING LETTER

!Object: CRIMINAL LEGAL ACTION AGAINST HANGZHOU HIGH PER CO.LTD
!Dear Madam & Sir,

it has been brought to our attention that the company HANGHZOU HIGH PER
CORPORATION LIMITED is going to launch, marketing and sale in the market a product
substantially similar to our patent model.

!

!

!
Model copy promoted by Hanghou High Per Co Ltd

*

!It is •possible that you were unaware of this conflict, so we believe in our mutual interest to bring
this matter to your attention.
!Our International Patents registration provides us with certain proprietary rights. This includes,

but is not limited, to restrict the use of our design or a confusing similar design. Permission was
neither asked nor granted to reproduce our Work and constitutes infringements of our rights.
We are entitle to an injunction to anybody will infringe our rights, as well as recover damages
from anyone for the loss we could have from the illegal conduct.

!

Our Lawyers has already act against this Hangzhou High per Corporation and
his legal representative mr MA CHUN GUO ( 马春国）or even well noted as
Charlie Ma, to stop their criminal conduct.

!It is important that we exercise our right to protect our patents. It serves an important and

distinctive representation of the origin of our product as well as a goodwill of our company.
“Our Patent grants us the right to exclude others for making, using, offering for sale, selling
or importing product or similar product”
State on International law support our position that confusingly similar products may cause
confusion among consumer. this confusion could cause substantial harm to our company by
facilitating the loss of its effectiveness in establishing a distinct association between it, our
products and services, and our company's goodwill.

!Due to these concerns we kindly invite you, in case you are or you will be contacted by someone

that will offer products identical or similar, to desist in any future business and inform us
immediately. Mail info@velocifero.eu
We hope that this may avoid any legal remedies,

!Sincerely

MAIWAY INDUSTRY Co.Ltd
Liu Ling
CEO

!

www.VELOCIFERO.eu

